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We urge you to check back in a few years to grade our accuracy. Please note 

that we specified no time frame, so your grading options are either “correct” or 

“not not correct.”

Now that we’ve made the first round of predictions, we’re prepared to make 

a few more. We predict reusable rockets will lower the cost of rocket launches 

by 30–50% in the next twenty years. We predict it will be possible to diagnose 

most cancers with a blood test in the next thirty years. We predict that nano- 

bio-machines will cure most genetic disorders in the next fifty years.

Okay, that’s a total of eleven predictions. We believe that if we get eight out 

of eleven, we should be considered geniuses. Oh, and if any of the first set 

comes true, you can write clever news articles with titles like “couple who 

predicted the future of gene sequencing say spacefaring will be cheap 

in near future.”

Predicting the future accurately is hard. Really hard.

New technologies are almost never the work of isolated geniuses with a neat 
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To us, scientific progress isn’t just exciting because it does new things for us. 

Knowing how damn hard it would be to mine an asteroid or build a house with 

a robot swarm makes those things more interesting. And it means that when 

these things finally do happen7 you’ll understand exactly how exciting it is.

You’ll also understand a bit about the strange detours and blind alleys science 

and technology take. At the end of most chapters, we provide a nota bene on 

some nugget of weirdness (or grossness or awesomeness) we unearthed. Some-

times these sections are directly related to their chapters, and sometimes they’re 

just weird, weird things we bumped into while doing our research. Like, really 

weird. Like, octopus-made-of-cornbread weird.

For all these chapters, we had to read a lot of technical books and papers and 

we had to talk to a lot of mildly crazy people. Some were crazier than others, 

and generally they were our favorites. The one unifying experience in all our 

7. Even as we wrote this book, two technologies in it took a major leap. We had to amend our chapter cheap 
access to space after SpaceX repeatedly landed booster stages of its Falcon 9 rocket, and we had to amend our 
augmented reality chapter because people will not stop talking about Pokémon GO.
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research was that on every single topic all of our preconceptions were crushed. 

In every case, as we researched we discovered that we not only hadn’t under-

stood the technology itself, but we hadn’t understood what was holding it back. 

Often what seemed complicated was easy, but what seemed easy was compli-

cated.

New technologies are beautiful things, but just like with Michelangelo’s 

Pietà or Rodin’s Le Penseur, it’s usually an unholy pain in the ass to make them. 

We want you not just to understand what a technology is, but to understand 

why the future so stubbornly resists our best efforts.

Kelly and Zach Weinersmith

Weinersmith Manor, September 2016

P.S. We also want you to know about this one experiment in which undergrads 

were forced to breathe through one nostril, then take exams. It’s kinda relevant. 

We promise.
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of ours tweeted that although he had witnessed the moon landing as a young 

boy, he found the reusable rocket even more exciting. It sounds crazy, but he’s 

got a point—the moon landing was certainly the greater technical feat, but it 

was done at a cost that more or less guaranteed it couldn’t become common-

place. Exactly how much the cost can be dropped is a matter of debate. Elon 

Musk apparently claimed he could eventually get the cost down by a factor of 

100. In the more near term, SpaceX’s president Gwynne Shotwell said their 

current Falcon 9 should be able to offer a 30% discount. But even if reusable 

rockets only mean a small price drop now, they may yet represent a path to 

greater future savings. The road to Mars may be paved with small discounts.

[INSERT ART06 HERE]

Method 2: Air-Breathing Rockets and 
Spaceplanes

Airplanes already go really high. Can’t we just have them go a bit higher so 

they get to space?
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Slingatron is unfortunately highly unlikely to work. I really like it. I think that 

it’s a brilliant idea, but what ends up happening is you have to put it at the top 

of Mount Everest for it to have even a chance, because it’s fighting air resistance 

the entire time.”

[INSERT ART07 HERE]

The rocket sled is basically another railgun, but instead of accelerating the 

projectile, it’s accelerating a sled that carries a rocket. The sled goes really fast, 

getting you up to high speed into the thinner part of the atmosphere. Once 

you’re up high, you start up the rocket. The extra speed and height get you a 

serious fuel savings. Plus, you’ve got a rocket sled.

All these methods could potentially be combined with a ramjet/scramjet sys-

tem. Remember, those work once you’re fast, and are necessarily designed to 

handle extreme conditions. But, as with all hybrid systems, you’re developing 

something even more complicated and perhaps only getting a bit more  efficiency.

Which leads us to this other concept we learned about from Mr. Derleth.
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You could save a lot of fuel this way. In fact, one group suggested that with 

a powerful enough laser, you could use zero fuel up to the first 7 miles of atmo-

sphere. You could gain speed simply by megaheating the air under the rocket. 

Once you get high enough, you have to use fuel, but thanks to the added laser 

heat you’d still need far less.

The problem? We’re talking a huge, HUGE laser—in terms of power output, 

something on the order of 50,000 megawatts. That’s roughly equivalent to the 

combined output of fifty nuclear reactors all at once. Mind you, you only have 

to fire the laser for about ten minutes. But even if that weren’t an insane amount 

of energy, well, we don’t even know how to build a laser that powerful. The 

most powerful lasers that can fire continuously are U.S. military weapons, and 

they top out around 1 megawatt. And they only fire for about a minute.

That said, if we could build giant megalasers, there might be an additional 

bonus for rocketry. One group at Brown recently suggested that a powerful laser 

could be used to reduce air drag by as much as 95%.

Imagine this: As you are being laser-blasted up, a second laser is being fired 

into the region ahead of you. This makes the air ahead of you less dense, so 
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Method 6: Space Elevators and Space Tethers

Imagine you’ve got a big rock spinning around Earth. Attached to the rock 

is a ribbonlike cable, about 62,000 miles long. It goes all the way down to the 

surface of the Earth, where specially designed elevators take cargo, travelers, 

and spacecraft up and down.

This idea may seem outlandish, but it’s been quite well studied (particularly 

by former NIAC fellow Dr. Bradley Edwards), perhaps because it would repre-

sent the ultimate solution to space travel needs. All the problems with all the 

other methods are fixed by a space elevator, though not without adding some 

new and unique challenges.

Having vehicles going up and down the cables means you can send fuel as 

you go. It means you don’t have to accelerate quickly. No discarded parts, no 

dangerous explosives, and no slamming into an unwelcoming atmosphere. You 

just ride to the orbit you want, picking up speed relative to Earth’s surface be-

cause the tether itself is already in orbit.

Here’s roughly what it might look like: [INSERT ART09 HERE]
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The main pieces are a counterweight, a cable, and a base station.

The counterweight is there to make sure that the center of mass for the whole 

system (including the enormous cable) is at what’s called geostationary orbit.

If a thing is in geostationary orbit that just means that if you are sitting at the 

equator and looking up through a telescope, the thing will always be at the same 

point. It’s revolving around the Earth as fast as the Earth is turning. And it’s at 

a particular velocity and distance that means it naturally keeps whirling around 

Earth without needing a boost at any time.

We’ll skip the orbital mechanics, but the basic results are that the cable is rel-

atively taut, but not so taut that it rips apart; and the counterweight doesn’t loop 

around the Earth, tying the cable around the equator like a giant spool of thread.

[INSERT ART10 HERE]
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you’re in Low Earth Orbit, like most satellites. Go a lot higher and you get to 

geostationary orbit, which is great for communications satellites, but right now 

costs a fortune to reach. Beyond that, you get to where Earth has very little 

gravitational pull. So you’re like a rock at the tip of a sling. If you want to get 

fired into space, just hop out of the station.

This last point is especially exciting for those of us who watched a lot of Star 

Trek. If you can get anywhere you want simply by climbing (instead of carrying 

fuel onboard), not only is satellite launch cheap, launching very large spacecraft 

is cheap too. More than any other method that seems feasible this century, the 

space elevator would open up the solar system to human exploration.

So why not do it?

Well, there are a lot of technical challenges, but the greatest of all is what the 

hell do we make the cable out of? [INSERT ART11 HERE]
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that has never had a recorded lightning strike. So you’d place your space elevator 

there. That’s the solution. Now if a storm came through, you would have a lot 

of worry.”

[INSERT ART12 HERE]

If you could keep cable rope away from lightning strikes, you would still 

need to worry about debris. There’s a lot of stuff zooming through space, so 

even if you can dodge the big stuff, little things might wear out the cable over 

time. According to Dr. Turner, “This concept of continuing to have to refurbish 

the elevator remains one of its biggest challenges, in my mind, and it’s one that 

they don’t have a good answer for, yet.”

Plus, the space elevator might make for a particularly good target for terror-

ists. Dr. Phil Plait (astronomer and author of the blog Bad Astronomy) points out 

that someone coming along to snip it might not be such a remote possibility. 

“It’s a pretty ripe target for people to want to destroy, and not everybody is nice. 

We have enemies.”

We’re guessing a lot of you would like to know what happens if you have a 
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cable to space, and then somebody comes along and snips it. Among the people 

we interviewed, there was some disagreement on how bad this might be. Dr. 

Turner and Mr. van Pelt thought that a break in the space elevator tether might 

not be so catastrophic. They point out that groups have tried modeling what 

would happen by simulating the results that follow snips at different points. 

Roughly speaking, it’s something like this:

Anywhere you cut, the stuff above the cut will go into a higher orbit and the 

stuff below the cut will fall toward earth. The stuff in higher orbit will need to 

be collected, since it represents some serious space trash.

[INSERT ART13 HERE]

If you snip high, then a lot of the cable falls in toward Earth. Once that 

happens, there are a number of complex interactions between gravity, the atmo-

sphere, the motion of the Earth, and possibly some electric charge picked up 

from the solar wind.12

12. “Solar wind” is the term for the stream of charged particles the sun fires in every direction.
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Perhaps the most exciting possibility of all will be the sense of adventure that 

would come with inexpensive spaceflight. Some people wonder why the dreams 

of the space age never became a new age of exploration. The core problem is 

that it’s just too damn expensive, which means it’s largely been a public-sector 

project. In the modern world, that means there’s a pretty serious aversion to risk, 

as Rand Simberg argued in his book Safe Is Not an Option: Overcoming the Futile 

Obsession with Getting Everyone Back Alive That Is Killing Our Expansion into 

Space.14

As long as space travel is extremely expensive, and not merely pretty darn 

expensive, you’re not going to get people willing to take wild risks and go 

on bizarre adventures. More to the point, even if there are (as we suspect) 

14. Best subtitle in history.
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But the Canadians were not big on funding their missile ambitions, so Dr. 

Bull had to get it done on the cheap. When he couldn’t even get access to a wind 

tunnel he’d helped build, a friend suggested skipping the wind tunnel and just 

firing projectiles. The young engineer duly acquired an old 6-inch field gun and 

refitted it to fire missiles at 4500 miles per hour.

This is how Dr. Gerry Bull fell into ballistics, which led him to wonder if 

you could create a gun big enough to fire projectiles into space.

He was an extremely clever engineer, but had a reputation for hating to work 

with lesser minds—especially bureaucrats. According to Wilderness of Mirrors 

by Dale Grant, in the late 1960s, he once stormed out of a meeting with a Ca-

nadian defense minister, shouting that the minister had “the technical compe-

tence of a baboon.”

Dr. Bull developed his supergun method as an alternative to rockets, but as 

he made more and more enemies in Canada, he had a harder and harder time 
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contained no significant enemy targets. It was also pointing in the proper direc-

tion (as the Earth spins) to fire into orbit.

In his book, Bull’s Eye: The Life and Times of Supergun Inventor Gerald Bull, 

James Adams claimed that the evidence is clear that Bull was designing mili-

tary weapons for Iraq in addition to the supergun. Given Bull’s need for money, 

and his well-known ability to improve weapons systems on the cheap, the ar-

rangement makes a twisted sort of sense. Why Hussein was willing to fund the 

supergun is harder to pin down. Saddam Hussein was said to have a messianic 

notion of his place in the Arab world, so the supergun concept may have served 

the dual purpose of giving Iraq the military utility of a cheap satellite launcher 

and the political capital that would go to the only nation in the region with a 

serious space program.

Or maybe they had the greatest miscommunication in history.

[INSERT ART16 HERE]
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Stony asteroids contain, you know, stone. Specifically, they are loaded with 

silicates. Silicon isn’t going to make you a fortune back on Earth either (Earth’s 

crust is about 28% silicon), but it might be very useful for your mining settle-

ment. Silicates have all sorts of applications, from glass to solar panels to a 

growth medium for plants, sometimes called “dirt.” It’s also called “earth,” but 

that’s gonna be considered chauvinist once we’re living on asteroids.

Metal asteroids are mostly iron and nickel. Metals like these are very good 

for building in space, since, unlike rocky materials, they can bend and stretch 

without breaking. Metal is also nice for armor, and for printing money with 

your face on it after you declare independence from the damnable tyrants back 

on the mother planet.

In short, you have all the stuff for a successful settlement—oxygen to breathe, 

dirt to grow plants, metal to build, and water to make water balloons. Let’s talk 

about financing.

As discussed in the previous chapter, it currently costs about $10,000 per 

pound to send something to space. That Big Gulp you’re planning to take with 
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So, with all this difficulty, why are we talking about asteroid mining? Well, 

there’s something bigger at stake here. It might not be worth it to ship a giant 

cargo of iron 280 million miles just so you can make new pipes for your toilet. 

But if you ever want to build a settlement in space that’s more than a barely 

inhabited little bubble, you’ll need resources. In space, dirt will be worth a lot 

more to you than diamonds and platinum, and it’ll be a lot cheaper to lasso 

some space rocks than to blast dirt up from Earth.

As many scientists and engineers believe, moving humans beyond Earth is 

intrinsically valuable. There are mysteries and wonders out there. There are 

answers to questions we don’t even know how to ask yet. There may be life like 

us or life unlike us, and it’s hard to say which of those possibilities would be 

more staggering.

Pioneering the stars is a big dream, but the most successful pioneers are 

practical people. If you want to reach beyond this small planet, it will be cheaper, 

easier, and faster to use materials that are already outside of Earth’s gravitational 

pull. The path out of the solar system may run through its junkyard.
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INSERT ART20 HERE]

Speaking of radiation, the sun is constantly firing off fast ions. While you’re 

on Earth, you’re protected by a thick blanket of air. You also have the Earth’s 

magnetosphere, which takes a lot of the dangerous particles f lying from the sun 

and either deflects them away from Earth, or routes them to Earth’s poles so 

they can put on a little light show for people.1

The moment you leave home, you’re getting bombarded by radiation.

The crewed missions to the moon were reasonably safe,2 since the trips were 

very short, and the risks from radiation increase with the amount of exposure. 

But the asteroid mission will take a lot longer. Apollo 11 took a little over three 

1. AKA aurora borealis and aurora australis.
2. Well, maybe they were safe. One study by Dr. Michael Delp at Florida State University found that Apollo 
astronauts (those involved in the missions to the moon) had a higher risk of death from cardiovascular dis-
eases. Mouse studies suggested this was because radiation damages the cells that line blood vessels. However, 
given the small number of dead Apollo spacefarers, this study was only able to consider seven humans. Given 
what we’ve read about those early Apollo guys, there’s a decent chance the heart disease had more to do with 
what we call the sex-booze-meat triangle than with what happened during a week or two in space.
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ownership rights. It does say sovereign nations can’t claim anything in outer 

space. It’s not clear if there are any laws governing your space settlement, as long 

as you’re don’t give in to your temptation to declare independence from Those 

Damnable Earthlings.

In November 2015, the U.S. Congress passed H.R.2262—U.S. Commercial 

Space Launch Competitiveness Act. The act stipulates that “A U.S. citizen en-

gaged in commercial recovery of an asteroid resource or a space resource shall be 

entitled to any asteroid resource or space resource obtained, including to pos-

sess, own, transport, use, and sell it according to applicable law, including U.S. 

international obligations.” In other words, “America can’t claim space, but 

Americans can.” Indeed, Congress was careful to note in the act that America 

is not asserting ownership over any celestial bodies. If and when Americans 

start mining space rocks, we’ll see how other countries feel.

[INSERT ART22 HERE]
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Dr. Elvis also points out that we’ll be spoiling environments that have been 

untouched since the dawn of our solar system. This is a general problem with 

all space exploration, but in this case we’re also explicitly planning to obliterate 

the object of interest.

Perhaps, suggests Dr. Elvis, whose name is Dr. Elvis, in the future we’ll come 
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cally. Gigantic space colonies become a feasible option. And asteroid mining 

could help us get around once we’re already in space. Water and carbon col-

lected from the asteroids can be turned into rocket fuel, which means we can 

use resources collected in space to help us get these resources back home, move 

from colony to colony, or explore farther out into space.

This is what really excites Mr. Faber: “I eventually got bored with racing 

solar cars, and hang gliding and windsurfing and such, and decided that the 

biggest benefit I could create for humanity, the most important thing that was 

going to happen in my lifetime was moving humanity off Earth and becoming 

a multiplanetary species or an interplanetary species.”

We, uh . . . we’re also totally bored with racing and windsurfing, which is 

why we are sitting in this office editing this document . . . for humanity.
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This may seem weird, but it’s no weirder than how two pieces of bread make a 

new thing called a sandwich. Hydrogen is the element with one proton. Helium 

is the element with two protons.

For our purposes, the interesting thing is this: When these isotopes trans-

mute from hydrogen to helium, they release a HUGE amount of energy.

Here’s why: The atomic configuration we know as “helium” needs less en-

ergy to hold together than two of the atomic configuration we know as “hydro-

gen.” When fusion happens, that energy has to go somewhere. When it does, 

we can harvest it.

This idea that the energy “has to go somewhere” may seem a little odd at 

first, but it’s really nothing too strange. To see why, let’s talk about a crossbow. 

If your crossbow’s string is loose, you know that it’s different from when your 

crossbow’s string is taut. The two crossbows (loose and taut) are essentially the 

same, but due to their physical arrangement, the loose string is pretty much 

useless, while the taut string can kill that one guy you thought was the black 

knight when you were drunk at the Ren Faire. [INSERT ART26 HERE]
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The sun is powered by fusion. So why can’t we do whatever the sun does, but 

in a lab here on Earth? Well, the sun has an advantage: extremely high gravita-

tional pressure at its center, which means that hydrogen atoms are constantly 

smacking into each other at high speed. We’re not sure of the implications for 

our nerd-dating analogy,3 but the point is that these conditions don’t exist on 

Earth.

To get fusion energy, we have to figure out some way to get the force of all 

that gravity via some means other than gravity.

HOLD ON. WAIT. Don’t we already know how to make fusion bombs? 

Isn’t that what they used in that Bruce Willis documentary about blowing up an 

asteroid? Why can’t we do this:

3. Okay, wait: imagine Joss Whedon just got dropped into the middle of Comic-Con with nothing to defend 
himself but a box of spoilers for the next Star Wars movie.
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[INSERT ART28 HERE]

Geopolitics and safety concerns rule out the simple approach.6 We have to 

turn elsewhere for sunlike conditions. Like, for instance, to that spherical metal 

cage on your tabletop.

Okay, well, maybe not your tabletop, but definitely the tabletop of Richard 

Hull, the first amateur scientist to achieve fusion. Mr. Hull coruns a Web site 

called Fusor.net, where people can learn how to create and run tabletop fusors.

While the site has been joined by lots of “fusioneers,” only about seventy-five 

have officially demonstrated fusion and thus earned the honor of joining the 

Neutron Club. A boy named Taylor Wilson joined the Neutron Club at age 

fourteen. So, you know, keep that in mind when you’re trying to decide if you’ve 

accomplished enough in your life.

If you know what you’re doing, and have access to all the right equipment, 

you can make one of these yourself for about $3,000. That’s right, kids. For just 

$10 a day for 300 days, you could have a neutron gun. Here’s how:

6. Arguably, sheer expense rules it out too. And you would probably prefer for there to be a lot of bureaucracy 
and paperwork between an energy company and a nuclear warhead.
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First, go to the spherical metal cage store and grab a spherical metal cage.

Now, electrify that cage so it has a very strong positive charge.

Inside the positively charged cage, put a smaller cage that has a very strong 

negative charge.

[INSERT ART29 HERE]

Having done all this, you put the whole thing in a vacuum chamber, then 

add some deuterium gas between the two cages. Purchasing the deuterium gas 

may require filling out some paperwork for Homeland Security, but if you don’t 

want to get put on a list, just go online and buy some “heavy water.”

Okay, so that sounds like the worst scam in the world, but we promise it’s 

real. Water is two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen (H
2
O). Heavy water is 

just the same, only the hydrogens are replaced by deuterium (D
2
O). Remember, 

deuterium has an extra neutron, so the water, despite looking like regular old 

water, is a bit heavier.

Now, take your D
2
O and run electric current through it. This will separate 
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Just so, the deuterium particles between the positive (repelling) outer cage 

and the negative (attracting) inner cage lock onto each other and fuse. Hooray.7

But wait . . . earlier, didn’t we say fusion was really hard?

Yeah, so here’s the thing. Most of your socially awkward friends aren’t get-

ting married. Sorry. This couple over here disagrees about who knows more 

Wolverine trivia. That couple over there simply clonked their heads together and 

passed out. And the guy in the brown robes is “saving himself ” for Carrie Fisher.

Just so, most of the deuterium particles don’t successfully fuse. Some hit the 

cage. Some miss each other. Some hit each other hard enough to deflect, but 

not hard enough to combine.

Because you threw enough of them together, you’ll get some fusion, but you’re 

only benefiting from the law of averages. Your tabletop fusion device is net neg-

ative on energy. It takes in more energy than it puts out.

You may be wondering about the fusioneers at this point: Why are they 

7. Dr. Alex Wellerstein, whom we talk about later in this chapter, suggested having a baby f ly out as a meta-
phor for the neutron. This is, of course, ridiculous.
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NIF has not yet achieved “ignition,” which is when you’ve produced more 

energy than was required to start the reaction. As of 2015, they’ve hit about a 

third of that goal.9 But, it’s not called the National One-Third-of-Ignition Fa-

cility. A great deal more research is needed to validate this fusion method.

MagLIF

Another exciting experiment is the MagLIF project at Sandia Labs. Mag-

LIF is short for Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion.

Here’s a rough sketch of how it works: Take a chilled cylinder filled with 

fusion fuel. Now, take a powerful laser and blast the fusion fuel through one 

side, so it reaches a high temperature very quickly. Before the fuel can blow out 

through the cylinder, use your incredibly gigantic capacitor bank to cause an 

9. The actual number is arguable. NIF defines “power in” as the amount of power that goes right into the gold 
cylinder, not as the amount of power required to fire the shot. By that standard, they’re closer to 1/100 of ig-
nition.
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that a vortex opens in its center. Inject fusion fuel into the vortex, then have a 

series of rams simultaneously bash the outer surface of the sphere. The rams 

create a pressure wave that moves through the liquid metal toward the center, 

where it collapses the fusion fuel.

If it works, one nice feature is that energy can be harvested from the heated 

liquid metal.

A number of companies are working on similarly offbeat approaches, but 

many of them are kept secret enough that we can’t really get interesting details 

about them. For instance, Lockheed Martin recently announced that they also 

have a fusion reactor that is quite close to working. But they’ve kept the details 

pretty vague. This is the scientific equivalent of saying, “Hey, I have this really 

sexy girlfriend you’ve never met, but I don’t have any pictures and you’re 

not  allowed to read our e-mail.” It could be true, but we’re not getting excited 

just yet.

[INSERT ART33 HERE]
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water. Later, Plowshare people wanted to detonate a bomb under the seafloor, 

as opposed to in the water. This led to a real debate over whether “underwater” 

literally means “under water.” Such is the glamorous life of foreign diplomats.

As Soviet–U.S. relations improved and it became clear that hydrogen bombs 

did not represent a great cost savings, Americans decided that atomic weapons 

would be better left on the shelf for use in case of apocalypse. Thus ended Proj-

ect Plowshare.

In case you’re wondering, the Soviet Union had a comparable program, 

called Nuclear Explosions for the National Economy, which lasted right up 

until that nation’s dissolution. If you go to Google and search for “Lake Cha-

gan,” you will find an oddly circular lake in Kazakhstan, which was formerly a 

Soviet republic. You can probably also find a video that shows the instant of its 

creation. And, creepily enough, there are some propaganda shots of a guy swim-

ming in the lake shortly after it was filled from a nearby reservoir. Here’s hoping 

he had good health insurance.
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about any shape. Professor Tibbits made one straw that shapes itself into the 

letters “MIT” when put in water.

[INSERT ART47 HERE]

Another cool project that responds to the environment is the “HygroScope,” 

created by the University of Stuttgart’s Dr. Achim Menges and Dr. Steffen 

Reichert. The HygroScope is made of thin pieces of wood that bend in pro-

grammed ways in response to humidity. It is made up of hundreds of tiny pores 

that open and close as the wood bends in response to ambient conditions. Taken 

as a whole, it looks startlingly like some sort of enormous piece of alien biology, 

despite having no motors or computers built in.

Professor Tibbits sees two major hurdles to adopting these sorts of program-

mable materials: First, software is designed to work either with static structures 

or with robotic mechanical structures. He wants software that can design “ma-
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medical applications. Dr. Rus envisions a day when the origami bots can shape 

themselves into tools to perform procedures, or can bring medicines to particular 

locations in the body. Because origami allows for complex structures to arise by 

such simple means, it may represent the best route forward for tiny medical robots.

Origami bots might also be useful in larger forms. If the folds can hold 

themselves in place well enough, you could have a f lat sheet that converts itself 

into a chair, a table, a vase, or whatever. Also, imagine how impressed kids will 

be when your handkerchief suddenly raises up on its corners.

[INSERT ART48 HERE]

Most of the current origami bot designs are simple, and many of them can 

only be configured once. Even the latest developments, like Dr. Rus’s designs, 

have some basic limitations.

Dr. Demaine studies the mathematics behinds origami3 and works on ori-

3. His work in the field of computational origami got him a job as a professor at MIT before he was even of 
legal drinking age. But hey, Kelly still feels okay about getting her PhD at thirty-one. Or anyway, if she 
doesn’t, she’s well into legal drinking age.
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The creators envision a more advanced version where the tail snakes all the 

way around the room, forming the ceiling and floor. This way you can also 

generate the layout of the office f loor, or create impromptu rooms. And maybe 

you’re more excited to calculate a client’s tax returns if you’re doing it atop an 

enormous snake bot.

It’s still in the art project phase and probably won’t be coming to your office 

anytime soon, but the general idea of a space that configures itself to conditions 

has a lot of potential, especially in places where space is precious.

A similar idea is called the LIT ROOM. It’s a room that has walls that can 

move, both in the sense of shifting location and of bending to become convex or 

concave. It has a projector that casts images onto the walls, and small speakers 

create background noise. But the really clever part is that it interacts with the 

users. The target audience is children who are currently listening to a story 

being read aloud. When the reader gets to certain points, the environment ad-
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There are a lot of possible uses for moving, self-configuring blocks, but these 

researchers are most interested in helping the elderly and sick. A simple use of 

Roombots is to create furniture that can walk around and adjust its height and 

shape for the user.

These modular swarms are also a step toward universally programmable 

matter. One approach to this is to make the robot swarms more autonomous—

able to execute more general commands. So instead of programming a specific 

design and location, you might program a goal, which the swarm works out for 

itself. What could possibly go wrong?

One project, called SWARMORPH,5 involves little wheeled robots, which 

have docks around their circular edges. These docks allow them to connect side 

by side, but they can’t yet climb up one another.

In a sense, it’s a simpler design than the Roombots, which can move in three 

dimensions. But what make SWARMORPH bots special is that they can move 

5. Commit this to memory so you can curse their name after the machine uprising.
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and organize like insect swarms do. There is no central controller; each bot is 

an independent actor. By signaling each other with little lights, they can coor-

dinate their actions.

In a simple test, SWARMORPH bots were able to cross bridges and navi-

gate obstacles that none of them could handle independently. Here is one exam-

ple of an obstacle they can overcome together: Robots are put in an arena and 

told to go from one side to another. However, there’s a chasm in the middle. 

The robots poke around the space until one of them realizes it needs to get over 

the chasm, but it can’t. It then becomes the “seed bot” in the sense that it’s seed-

ing a change in organization. It says, via little lights on its chassis, “COME 

HERE AND DOCK!” Robots come to the seed bot, and they see that only a 

certain dock on the seed bot is available. The first bot to attach becomes the 

new open dock.

[INSERT ART51 HERE]
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pillow to rest on. Or maybe you need a calculator. How about a robotic pet? 

Maybe you forgot it was Valentine’s Day, so you instruct the goo to turn into 

flowers.

[INSERT ART52 HERE]

Perhaps you could even configure the goo to make more goo!

In other words—the Bucket of Stuff contains matter that is truly universal, 

at least insofar as physics permits it. This is the most ambitious goal of 

 programmable matter and probably the most distant. There are a couple of 

 reasons why.

First, each bit of goo needs to do a lot, and miniaturizing all these things is 
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So, for example, one group taught Roombots to figure out their own way to 

move. You have a bunch of Roombots try out semirandom ways of moving. 

Some go fast, some go slow, some go nowhere. Afterward, you “breed” the most 

successful motions and generate related motions that the robots try out. In all 

likelihood, the new “generation” is a bit faster, but with a lot of variation. You 

repeat this process through many generations, developing better and better 

walking mechanisms, some of which might’ve been hard for humans to predict.

In principle, it should be possible to use an evolutionary framework to find 

ways to perform more complex behaviors, like “Shape yourself into a star” or 

“Bring me a beer, pathetic metal servant.” Given enough time, the robots can 

figure out an efficient method for accomplishing the task. Also, conveniently, 

whatever methods are discovered can be uploaded to other bots. In fact, if the 

methods are general enough, they might be transferable to just about any group 

of robots.

Evolutionary methods might have some really weird possibilities. One idea 

we read suggested that swarm bots might be able to evolve to do certain tasks 
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Even without hackers, what if your programmable stuff fails at a particularly 

bad time? Professor Tibbits notes, “I think the biggest ethical [concern] is that 

we’re giving agency to the materials. A very specific example—if you have a 

plane and you have programmable materials in the wings, you may not want to 

just give over total freedom to allow the wings to come up with solutions as 

you’re f lying. There’s a lot of fear in terms of that space, like how do we ensure 

that? How do we guarantee that this is going to happen? What happens if 

there’s failure and the material’s at fault? Who’s blamed for it when you give 

agency to materials?”

[INSERT ART54 HERE]

The field of self-driving cars is already dealing with the “Who’s at fault 

when a machine messes up?” question. But at least with cars, the space of pos-

sible problems is pretty limited. If thinking objects are ubiquitous, figuring out 

blame is going to be really complicated.

There are some frightening military applications as well, depending on 

whether you’re the country with control of the programmable swarm or not. In 
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[INSERT ART55 HERE]

Our favorite idea is genetic algorithms for furniture. As we discussed earlier, 

people have already “evolved” their Roombots to figure out the best way for 

them to move. But hey, if we can “breed” Roombots to fit specifications, doesn’t 

that mean we can breed furniture? We could take your two favorite chairs and 

ask them to have a family. Then we can sit on the delightful results.

In general, Dr. Sung thinks programmable matter is going to allow people to 

make things that more exactly match their taste. “I think that in twenty years 

we’re going to be seeing a lot more customization, a lot more of personal taste in 

the products that people bring home and that people use.”

Less exciting than mating furniture is curing diseases with nanorobots. If 

programmable matter can be made small enough, it’s ideal for in-the-body 

medical interventions. The general goal of any medical procedure is to fix the 

problem while causing minimal harm. A reconfigurable robot, or robot swarm, 

could make its way to the right location, shape itself into the right tools, then 

take action. It could also bring medicines to the right location, or shape itself in 

a way that promotes proper healing. We are probably a long way from little ro-
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Nearly all students followed the robot to an exit rather than taking the path 

with which they were familiar. This was already a little surprising, as the robot 

seemed to be moving pretty slowly in the video we watched. Plus, some of the 

participants had previously seen the robot waste time by circling around in an 

incorrect room. Yet still they followed.

[INSERT ART56 HERE]

More surprising though, was that students followed the robot even when they 

were led to believe the robot was broken. After the robot spun in circles and then 

guided the participant to a corner rather than the appropriate survey room, and 

when a researcher subsequently came out to apologize for the broken robot, the 

students still followed the robot during the simulated emergency.

In another experiment, two of six students were told a robot was broken, but 

still followed it when during a fire alarm it told them to go into a dark room 

mostly blocked by furniture. Two of the other students stood by the robot, wait-

ing for it to give them different instructions, before finally being retrieved by 
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the experimenters. Only two of the six students decided a broken robot was

a bad bet, and evacuated out the doors through which they had entered the 

building.

To recap: (1) Intelligent robots appear to develop a spontaneous dislike for 

their human creators, (2) the best and brightest American students will trust 

any robot that’s willing to spring for grocery store snickerdoodles, and (3) these 

future stewards of the Republic would probably stand in a gasoline fire if a 

clearly broken robot told them it was a good idea.

In short: In the future, if a robot hands you cookies and tells you where to 

go, make sure to savor them.
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A generation later, in 1943, Ernst Neufert proposed a concept called the 

Hausbaumaschine, designed to make buildings fast by putting a housebuilding 

factory on train tracks. Imagine it—an entire factory slowly moves along a track, 

taking in raw materials and squeezing five-story housing out the back. Like a 

giant worm excreting suburbs. Beautiful.

Somehow, this idea never quite took off either. But don’t feel bad. It was 

1943, and Neufert was on the more Hitlery side of World War II. The idea was 

too wacky, even for the waning years of Nazi Germany. Plus, at the time, the 

necessary raw materials for suburb extrusion were pretty hard to come by.

Nazi Germany never had a building extruder, but some ideas based on the 

Hausbaumaschine were tried later in Soviet East Germany. The result was a lot 

of accidental deaths. We found it difficult to get much information on this his-

torical episode, but apparently all attempts to create a house-extruding machine 

were both unsuccessful and dangerous.

After the Second World War, the United States was rising economically as 
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nical details of how to build a certain steel facade, then suddenly they’re rhap-

sodizing about “exploring a new digitally influenced materiality.” In our 

research, we came across a lot of confusing examples of this weird artspeak, but 

far and away our favorite was from Dr. Antoine Picon in a May/June 2014 issue 

of Architectural Design: “The movements of our body are themselves based on 

the various rotations of our members.”

Okay, so, to be fair, we later found out that in architecture a “member” is just 

any individual part of a whole structure, and the author was just making a point 

about how architects tend to move construction elements around in a rectilinear 

way instead of a rotational way.

But we don’t care.

Ahem. We digress.
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Actually, you don’t need to explain it to a robot. A few groups have already 

sat down a robot for the “bricks talk,” if you will.

One company called Construction Robotics has created a robot called SAM, 

the “semi-automated mason.” SAM is awesome. If you have a minute, go to 

YouTube for videos of SAM laying down brick walls like it’s fun.

But SAM has the same problem as many historical construction robots—

he’s big, he’s bulky, and he can only do one thing. Meat-based construction 

workers may be big and bulky, but they can do lots of different tasks and func-

tion independently. That said, SAM is beginning to be integrated into real 

projects. Coupled with a human helper3 (to clean up the mortar), he can lay 

bricks at three times the speed of the human working alone.

Another group at the Bartlett School of Graduate Studies in the UK set out 

to make a robot that is a bit closer to more directly replacing a human. They 

have a big robot arm that can actually use an unmodified trowel (like one from 

3. Fun fact: “Cobotics” is a field that deals with robots working alongside a human, and SAM is technically 
a cobot. For simplicity, throughout the chapter we refer to cobots as robots. 
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natural curvature of the wood. You tell it what you want, give it the right tools, 

and it gets to work.

One group at the University of Stuttgart uses robotic arms to “wind” carbon 

fiber in glass into complex forms, somewhat like the way a spider creates struc-

tures. The result is an intricate, and fairly strong, weave of spindlelike glass.

[INSERT ART60 HERE]

Another group uses a robotic arm to create joints in wood panels, which are 

then assembled by humans. If you’re not familiar with wood joints, they’re inter-

locking shapes that allow two pieces of wood to connect together. It’s like Legos, 

with rustic charm. It’s also a lot more complicated, given that there are many 

possible joints, and you select which to use based on many criteria, like the 

shape of the final product and the types of wood being used.

Joinery is a difficult skill for human beings to master, especially if you want 

to join complex shapes or use weird angles. A computer has a somewhat easier 

time. One group at the EPFL Laboratory for Timber Construction created a 

robotic arm that can hold a variety of tools to build both traditional and unusual 
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One of the problems with 3D printers is that you can’t go as fast as you might 

want, unless you’re using somewhat exotic materials. So Dr. Keating had an-

other idea: What if you just rapidly make a mold into which you could pour 

traditional concrete? That way you get the speed and customizability of 3D 

printing, but the strength and cheapness of old-fashioned materials.

Here’s how it works: The 3D printer extrudes a light insulating foam that 

dries quickly so the layers can be built up fast without risk of collapse. The 

printer leaves a gap in the foam, into which you can pour in regular old con-

crete. This is especially cool, because you don’t even need to remove the foam 

afterward, since it naturally acts as an insulator. You print your insulator, fill 

with concrete, let the machine smooth the outer edge, then just put up some 

drywall.

It’s not quite as full service as Dr. Khoshnevis’s proposal, but it has the virtue 

of only using well-known building materials. The foam used is already a certi-

fied construction material.
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Some of these construction-oriented swarm robots take their cue from biol-

ogy. In the research of Dr. Justin Werfel of Harvard, and Dr. Kirstin Petersen, 

formerly at Harvard, now at Cornell, the bots were inspired by termites.

According to Dr. Petersen, “They build some of the tallest structures5 in the 

animal kingdom compared to the size of the individuals. Think many orders of 

magnitude, thousands of times bigger than the individual. If we could do that, 

hundreds of people could build the Eiffel Tower but without a single coordi-

nated sketch. That would be amazing.”

Dr. Werfel and Dr. Petersen collaborated on this project but came at it from 

very different angles. Dr. Werfel writes the programs that specify the rules the 

robots will follow, and says things like, “We’re trying to figure out essentially 

what program the termites are running.” He points out that termites are “hella 

5. There are many species of termites. In addition to the termite pests that live in the walls of our homes, there 
are termites that build and live in gigantic mounds. These mounds are complex structures that can rise higher 
than a two-story building.
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We find these robots especially interesting because they combine the idea of 

the swarm construction bots with 3D printing. Also, one type of Minibuilder 

can use a vacuum to suck itself onto the side of a structure, climb up, and build 

more, which is just awesome.

But let’s face it—having a swarm of independent 3D printing robots building 

you an inexpensive work of art to live in is going to get boring after a while. 

How about flying quadcopter bots?

[INSERT ART63 HERE]

Dr. Fabio Gramazio and Dr. Matthias Kohler run a mad science lab in Zu-

rich, where robots build pretty structures and building facades. One particularly 

cool project they did involved a collaboration with Dr. Raffaello D’Andrea, who 

focuses on making terrifying armies of f lying drones. The drones in their proj-

ect picked up bricks coated with a binding agent and dropped them one by one 

until they formed a structure. Okay, yeah, you don’t wanna live in a house made 

entirely of sticky bricks yet, but this is an early proof of concept.

Because you have a horde of f lying bots, you can have them place each brick 
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it, when more honest packaging, like “will despoil nature less than the most 

popular brand,” would remind us that it’d be better to keep consumption down 

and buy environmentally friendly products.

[INSERT ART64 HERE]

How It Would Change the World

As we wrote this chapter, the civil war in Syria forced eleven million Syrians 

to f lee from their homes, with about five million of these refugees heading out-

side of Syria’s borders. One of the very simple pragmatic problems in a refugee 

crisis is how to house all these people and provide them with sanitation. Even 

with current, imperfect 3D printing methods, if the Contour Crafting technol-

ogy could make houses with rudimentary plumbing rapidly and cheaply, they 

would save many lives while improving the day-to-day experience of suffering 

people, many of whom are children.
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For major building projects, we might liberate imaginative architects from 

many constraints having to do with currently available materials. These archi-

tects might create heretofore unimagined wonders, or else maybe just weird us 

out with their rotating members. Either way, we’re in favor of it.

Plus, there are lots of jobs we would rather see done by expendable robots 

than humans we love. If we can have robots take care of building in really tough 

places, like underwater or in radioactive environments, we may save some 

human lives.

Since everything leads back to space—if you’re going to live on Mars, you 

might like your room to be finished when you get there. Dr. Khoshnevis is 

working with NASA to figure out how use Contour Crafting in space to do the 

dangerous building of things like landing paths and roads, and to perhaps one 

day prepare structures in which humans can live. This isn’t just for awesomeness— 

almost all nonterrestrial environments are extremely hazardous to humans. 
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food. They’re holding precious fresh items—oranges, cucumbers, bell peppers. 

Imagine the sorrow welling up in a NASA food scientist’s eyes when they see 

this! Why are we letting astronauts eat fresh fruit when they could be eating 

nutrient-dense vitamin paste or recycled fecal matter!

Yes, recycled fecal matter. “Re-pooping,” if you will. They’re working on that. 

And the project (run by Clemson University’s Dr. Mark Blenner) is titled “Syn-

thetic Biology for Recycling Human Waste into Food, Nutraceuticals, and Ma-

terials: Closing the Loop for Long-Term Space Travel” (emphasis added). Happily, 

as far as we know, this project doesn’t involve a 3D printer. Nevertheless, your 

authors feel that some loops should remain unclosed.

[INSERT ART66 HERE]

But say you did have an onboard 3D printer in space. At least in principle you 

could make a greater variety of foods while having them take up as little space 

and weight as possible. As we mentioned in the space-related chapters earlier, it 

costs about $10,000 per pound to send stuff to orbit. So if you send up an apple, 
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each seed in it costs about $20. It’d be good not to be wasteful. Plus, if all food 

was 3D printed from simple inputs, you could have perfect knowledge of exactly 

what nutrients are going to each astronaut, which might allow for some fun 

science.

More terrestrially, we heard of a project by Jeroen Domburg for drawing 3D 

structures inside Jell-O shots. A friend of his was prepping Jell-O shots for a 

very classy birthday party, and Mr. Domburg noticed that there were bubbles in 

the Jell-O. He realized you could inject stuff into a shot, and the injected mate-

rial would just stay in place. For instance, you could draw all the sides of a cube 

by moving a thin syringe needle around, and injecting as you go.

His friend thought it would be too time consuming to do this by hand for 

shots. Laziness being the mother of invention, Mr. Domburg hacked together a 

machine that uses a syringe of edible ink to draw 3D structures inside your 

Jell-O shots. So far, he has mostly done cute images, like cubes and spirals. We 

respectfully suggest that there would be some social benefit if this device were 

used to draw words like “STOP” or “STOP NOW.”  [INSERT ART67 HERE]
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help the flavor. For the foreseeable future, you’re probably better off at the muf-

fin store than the bio lab.

Plus, as far as we can tell, you really just can’t trust food engineers. I mean, 

they’re currently trying to “close the loop” on astronauts. Imagine what they’d 

do to you if they could.
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With the recent release of Pokémon GO, AR has suddenly become com-

monplace. We won’t delve into it too much, since you’re probably playing it right 

now as these printed words sit idly on a shelf. But we see Pokémon GO as an 

early step in a technology that has applications beyond gaming.

Your authors are in a group we call the Saddest Generation—those young 

enough to know about Pokémon, but old enough to be confused and bewildered 

by its popularity. That said, AR promises to make fantasies of all sorts come 

true. And no, they aren’t all sexy dreams. Some are about revenge or getting 

rich.

There are a number of ways you might achieve this AR, and given the num-

ber of senses you have, a perfect AR system will be quite complex. At the pres-

ent moment, the most common method is to use some means (right now, usually 

a tablet or phone) to project an image into your eye that is “in registration” with 

reality.

Registration just means that the virtual stuff is cooperating with the real 
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stuff. For instance, if you have an AR bunny running around the room, you 

don’t want it to run through things. Or if it does run through things, you want 

it to look like it got hurt.

[INSERT ART69 HERE]

This is a lot more complex than it might sound at first. Imagine you’ve got a 

headset that projects AR into your eye. You look at a table, and the headset 

projects a letter from your imaginary spouse, Brad Pitt, saying, “I love you.” 

Sure, you programmed your AR to leave this letter for you today, but just like 

when a spouse remembers your birthday after you reminded them the night 

before, you still appreciate that AR Brad Pitt left a note.

When you turn your head left, Brad’s letter needs to go right. It also needs 

to change its apparent angle toward you in order to correspond to the actual 

table. If it is even slightly off, it will look weird, the fidelity will be lost, and 

you’ll remember that what you actually have on the table is a restraining 

order.
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So a big area of current research is how to use regular ambient markers to 

determine all the stuff a QR code might tell you. That way, instead of putting 

markers all over the Eiffel Tower, you’d have a device that just recognizes the 

Eiffel Tower.

“But wait,” you say. “I’ll just use my GPS. My GPS knows where the Eiffel 

Tower is.” Nope. Won’t work. GPS only tells where you are on the surface of the 

Earth, and it’s only accurate within about a meter. Good AR requires more 

accuracy than that. And GPS accuracy is even worse when you’re measuring 

elevation. So you try to activate a virtual tour guide in Edinburgh, but your 

virtual tour guide appears 10 feet overhead. You look up, and suddenly wish he 

weren’t in traditional Scottish dress.

But GPS is a good starting point. It might be able to tell your computer that 

you’re in a certain park or near a certain lake. And we know the computer should 

be able to tell exactly where you are from visual cues. After all, this is basically 

what humans do to orient ourselves. If you’re lost in the woods, you try to find 

a tree with a distinct appearance, or to see in what direction a large distant 
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landmark is. In principle a computer can do the same thing. But although a 

human can fairly quickly determine what is “distinct,” it’s hard to explain dis-

tinctiveness to a machine.

One approach goes like this: Imagine you’re walking near the Empire State 

Building. Your computer knows roughly where you are, but in order to project a 

giant gorilla onto the building, it needs to know your exact spatial coordinates 

and exactly where you’re looking. So in order to map your field of vision, it takes 

a photo. It now divides that photo into sections. It decides which are interesting 

and which aren’t by looking for variations in intensity.

For instance, if the computer gets a square that’s all sky, there is probably no 

variation. This tells the computer it’s not an “interesting” point. On the other 

hand, if it gets a part of a window, there’ll be lights and darks and geometric 

shapes. This might be interesting.

[INSERT ART71 HERE]
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in storytelling. For example, how can AR be used to make films you can walk 

through? Or how can AR be used to bring historical people and places to life? 

Imagine walking through locations along the Underground Railroad, seeing 

virtual actors tell stories of their captivity and flight. Imagine visiting the Battle 

of Belleau Wood site, and seeing the 1918 offensive before your eyes. Or imag-

ine visiting the Colosseum, seeing the grimace on a gladiator’s face as Nero 

shows no mercy.

Dr. Fisher also throws the best children’s birthday parties in history, which 

include Harry Potter–style AR sorting hats, fairies soaring over stones in the 

backyard, and fairy dust that would settle into the children’s hands. She notes 

that the children’s imagination probably didn’t require augmentation though: “I 

don’t actually think small kids need augmented reality as much as we need aug-

mented reality to think more like small kids again. I think that there are these 

amazing, joyful practices we could have. On that small level I think individually 

it could make our lives awesome.”

[INSERT ART73 HERE]
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if it’s more than just birthdays? There’s something off-putting about a world 

where a lot of someone’s working knowledge of you is externalized and pro-

jected onto a heads-up display. And if you don’t have AR glasses, there’s a tre-

mendous information asymmetry between you and the people who do have 

them.

[INSERT ART74 HERE]

Since information asymmetry is a serious matter in warfare (especially so in 

modern warfare), one idea is to give this sort of software to peacekeepers. Imag-

ine if a soldier’s job is to police a village. It’d help if he had glasses that could 

recognize faces and display stats on his heads-up display. He’s now a soldier who 

remembers every villager’s name and knows every villager’s needs, not to men-

tion his religion, politics, and friendship networks. Does this make the soldier 

more or less empathetic? And regardless of the effect on the soldier, how do the 

villagers feel?

One topic we came across repeatedly in our research is the notion of “dimin-
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helpful in fields where the subject matter is hard to visualize. Three- dimensional 

concepts in physics often baffle students, but they might learn more quickly if 

they could push those concepts around, visualize, or perhaps even touch them. 

Imagine a chemistry class where the atomic interactions are displayed as a vir-

tual object in front of your face.

[INSERT ART75 HERE]

Dr. Craig worked with the University of Illinois’s Veterinary School to create 

a life-sized fiberglass cow. If you view the cow through a smartphone using an 

app, you can see where the internal organs of the cow are located. This is an 

amazing tool for veterinary students, who can visualize the locations of organs 

in three dimensions.

Over human history, we have slowly off-loaded work from our own brains. 

Writing allowed us to stop memorizing everything. Filing systems made it so 

we didn’t have to remember the location of information. Modern search systems 

mean that a lot of the work of researching a topic is simplified. Successful AR 
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We got pretty thick into this nose business, but our favorite find was the 

apparently extensive literature on the cognitive effects of Unilateral Forced 

Nostril Breathing (UFNB). According to Dr. White, “Think of this as forcing 

the nasal cycle so that airf low is dominant on a side of choice. This influences 

the hypothalamus, which controls many other physical and neurological sys-

tems.”

The bottom line is this: Many experiments have been conducted in which 

undergraduates were forced to breathe through a certain nostril, then made to 

take exams. There is apparently decent evidence that the nostril you’re currently 

breathing through may affect your performance on intelligence tests and emo-

tional tests. A number of papers also found associations between which nostril 

was currently active and the onset of hallucinations and schizophrenic episodes.

We remain a bit skeptical but entirely satisfied as we imagine what was done 

to those starry-eyed young college students.
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We do this to animals too. Remember when we took the noble wolf—spirit 

of the forest and tundra—and converted it into a shivering, bug-eyed rat, de-

pendent on the nearest blond socialite for diet kibble and a pink sweater? There 

is no greater expression of man’s dominion over nature.

All these changes occurred because humans started controlling the breeding 

of the life around them to have more qualities we like and fewer qualities we 

dislike. When they did this, they were unknowingly altering these species’ 

DNA. But our ancestors were altering DNA incredibly slowly, making small 

changes over many generations, and tinkering with traits that already existed.

Once we understood DNA better, we began trying to manipulate it. For 

example, there’s atomic gardening. The basic idea is that you get a radioactive 

substance, then grow your garden in a circle around it. Now you’re mutating all 

the surrounding plants at an increased rate, increasing the chance that you’ll 

find something really cool. To be clear, irradiating plants does not result in ra-

dioactive descendants. The radiation is just a convenient method to modify a 

plant’s genes, perhaps causing it to transmit those mutant genes to its offspring.

This may sound bizarre, but the (mildly) euphemized field of “mutation 
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and type A people both have a “blood type gene,” but the particular codes in 

that gene vary a bit.

That said, for most features you might identify on an organism, there isn’t a 

single gene. In fact, single-gene (or “monogenic”) traits are pretty rare.6 Even 

something as simple as hair color or eye color is the product of lots of different 

genes.

Why should this be? Well, remember, this whole system wasn’t designed by 

anyone. It was the product of billions of years of evolution. Perhaps if humans 

had built it, each trait would be produced by one particular chunk of DNA, in 

the same way that each part of a computer is a separate module. But we’re stuck 

with evolutionary history. [INSERT ART78 HERE]

6. Some examples of “monogenic” traits are albinism, Huntington’s disease, and whether you have the dry or 
wet kind of earwax. Yeah, there are kinds of earwax. Asians and Native Americans tend to have the dry kind 
while others tend to have the wet kind.
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Okay, so this works in the short term, but it’s very expensive. When you in-

troduce a gene that results in all of its descendants dying, that gene doesn’t last 

too long in a population. The mosquitoes bounce back in a few generations. 

This means that if you want to keep mosquito populations down, you have to 

keep introducing carefully gene-manipulated mosquitoes over and over.

Unless you have a gene drive. Here’s how it works:

When a mommy and daddy love each other very much, they turn out the 

lights and combine their DNA. If everything goes terribly wrong, they have a 

baby. Now, suppose there’s a single gene for color of nose hair.11 Mommy gives 

you a gene for black nose hair while daddy gives you a gene for vibrant orange 

nose hair. Later, you will produce offspring whose nose hair color is influenced 

by the genes you got from Mom and Dad.

But now imagine Dad’s orange-nose-hair gene was not an ordinary gene. In 

addition to coding for orange nose hair, it also destroys the other partner’s nose-

hair gene. When this happens, the DNA fixes the destroyed gene by copying 

11. There isn’t. Or should we say there snot.*
*Sorry.
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the orange-nose-hair gene. So now you have two of Daddy’s orange-nose-hair 

genes and none of Mommy’s black-nose-hair genes.

What happens? Well, you definitely end up with orange nose hair. But 

then . . . something more sinister and orange takes place. All of your siblings 

also have orange nose hair. And so do all of your children. And their children! 

The gene “drives” its way through the entire population. This is true even if 

vibrant orange nose hair (inexplicably) makes you less sexy. You might have 

fewer kids, you ginger-nosed freak, but all of them will have the selfish gene.

[INSERT ART80 HERE]
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Dr. Pamela Silver and her lab at Harvard Medical School had a thought: 

Could you create a synthetic mechanism that could capture information into a 

bacterium’s DNA and recover that information later? Basically, can you get bac-

teria to “observe” their environment and then change in some way that tells you 

what they saw? The answer is yes. Duh.

Here’s the idea: Two cells of the same type, with the same starting DNA, 

can have variations that they acquire from their environment. For example, 

there may be molecules attached to their DNA that change how it codes for 

things, or there may be some kind of chemical feedback loop that results in 

higher or lower expression of some particular gene. And, in some cases, a cell 

may pass its acquired alterations to its offspring.

These changes, if they persist in a form we can decipher, could tell us about 

what the bacterial cell “saw” on its trip. The problem is that bacteria aren’t nat-

urally designed for this purpose. It’s sort of like the dog from earlier—if it ran 

to the neighbor’s house, suddenly developed intelligence, killed the neighbor for 

his money, took up online poker, lost it all on a bluff gone wrong, went mad and 
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panol. Isopropanol is a fuel that can be separated from water. The result is a 

system in which the inputs are a metal catalyst, water, bacteria, and carbon di-

oxide, and the output is a chemical you can use to run your stove.

This is kind of wild if you think about it. You put the right material and bi-

ology in water, you let it get some light and heat, and then you start seeing fuel 

forming in the container. And because you’re mimicking life and extracting 

CO
2
 from air, your fuel is much more environmentally friendly.

Dr. Silver told us, “Our contribution was . . . to make that process as efficient 

as probably the best photosynthesizer, which is algae. Actually, we beat algae 

now. In the original paper I think we said we were beating plants; we’ve now 

beat algae.”

[INSERT ART82 HERE]

They are currently seeing if the process can be made cheap and scaled up.

Another group is working on a way to go from switchgrass to jet fuel. If 

you’ve never heard of it, switchgrass is a tall green plant that’s all over North 

America. It’s a hardy grass that grows quickly and densely, even in bad soil.
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Here’s how it works: When a virus infects a bacterium, it injects bits of ge-

netic material through the bacterium’s cell wall. These bits of genetic material 

try to take over the machinery of the cell in order to make more virus particles. 

But the bacterium has a protein called Cas, which can fight off the virus. When 

Cas is successful, it takes part of the defeated virus’s genetic material and adds 

it to a special section of the bacterial cell’s DNA. This gives the bacterium a way 

to remember the virus.

Later, when that bacterium bumps into the same virus, it “recognizes” it 

using the stored code and then cuts the virus protein in the recognized place. 

The bacteria isn’t cutting in the recognized place out of a sense of poetic 

 justice—it’s just that when someone attacks, cutting them in pieces is a pretty 

good defense. But the result is a handy tool for humans—Cas always snips at a 

certain genetic location. Targeted molecular scissors.

And here’s the cute part: In a healthy cell, when its DNA gets snipped, it 

attempts to repair itself by joining the two ends back together. Before the repair 

happens, you can slip in new molecules that fit in the gap. The DNA heals itself 
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survival. Sometimes losing a gene killed the organism, but sometimes it didn’t. 

After a lot of work, and after (sadly) switching to a related species with a less 

funny name,18 they arrived at an organism with only 473 genes.19 Humans, by 

comparison, have about 20,000 genes. Venter’s group dubbed the new organism 

Mycoplasma laboratorium.

[INSERT ART85 HERE]

Dr. Venter is an atheist, but just in case there is a God to piss off, he named 

the latest version of this organism Syn 3.0. Investors are already signing up to 

see what Syn can do for them.

18. Mycoplasma mycoides. It has a slightly larger genome, but reproduces much faster than M. genitalium, 
which makes it easier to work with in the lab.
19. Fun fact: Over 30% of the genes that they kept have no known function, but were apparently critical to 
the organism staying alive. So even with alpha-wolf Venter in charge, we’re tinkering with a language we 
don’t yet fully understand.
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Ecologists worry that synthetic organisms might become invasive by acci-

dent. This could be scary if we’re using them to mass-produce industrial chem-

icals. Having a pot of bacteria that churns out jet fuel is fine, but what happens 

if the bacteria gets loose and starts doing its thing in a river? The hope is that 

these bacteria, which are designed to work under particular and unusual condi-

tions, wouldn’t do well in the wild. But bacteria can exchange genes with each 

other, and they evolve rapidly. Scientists are working on ways to prevent syn-

thetic bacteria from exchanging genes, but there’s no way to completely ensure 

safety.

And what about the organisms we’re creating that we specifically plan on 

releasing into the wild—the gene-drive mosquitoes from earlier? Dr. Silberg 

has some reservations about the pace at which we release synthetic organisms 

into the environment. “I want to see people doing molecular gene stuff interact-

ing with ecologists a lot more to make sure that we fully understand the poten-

tial environmental impacts as we consider the potential benefits. Because there’s 
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Maybe at this point, you’re thinking, “So there’s no way to bring back dino-

saurs?” We had an expert on the phone, so we asked her.

“Using a computer, we could reconstruct what the genome sequence of the 

ancestor of all living birds, avian dinosaurs, looked like, and that would in es-

sence be a dinosaur. It wouldn’t be a T-Rex or a brachiosaur or a velociraptor 

because we don’t have any DNA from them, but it would have been something 

that lived contemporaneously with dinosaurs and was the ancestor of all living 

birds. We could use synthetic biology to gradually swap out modern bird (living 

dinosaur) genome pieces with this ancestral computationally inferred bird (di-

nosaur).”

Well, we didn’t spend our childhoods dreaming of riding a computationally 

inferred bird ancestor, but . . . close enough.
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Other cases may be very difficult to pin down. For example, most patients 

diagnosed with mononucleosis only get that diagnosis after many other incor-

rect ones.1 This isn’t really the doctor’s fault—mononucleosis is a viral disease 

that is quite long lasting, and its symptoms are general things like fatigue, head-

ache, and sore throat. It’s sort of like a constant mild hangover, which makes it 

very hard to differentiate from baseline human existence. But if doctors first 

checked what molecules were prevalent in your bloodstream, they might diag-

nose you with mono instead of a cold.

What doctors have long called “symptoms” or “signs” more computationally 

inclined researchers now call “biomarkers.” A biomarker, broadly defined, is just 

about anything that tells us about someone’s internal state, usually in reference 

to whether something in there is going wrong. Most commonly, biomarkers are 

1. And other patients get diagnosed with mononucleosis when they really have something else. We were made 
aware of one case where a person was repeatedly diagnosed with mononucleosis over a period of four months 
before finding out he had secondary syphilis. Whoops. 
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out and replace parts of DNA in cells. In principle, this should mean we can 

snip and fix whatever mutations are causing cystic fibrosis in a living person.

CRISPR has already worked in slabs of intestinal tissue in the lab, which 

gives you some idea about how fun medical lab work is. Figuring out how to 

apply the technique in actual patients is still a big hurdle, and scientists are 

worried that we might mess up other parts of the genome while trying to fix the 

mutations. When you’re editing a trillion cells at once, you don’t want to have 

too many whoopsies.

[INSERT ART91 HERE]

But the cool thing about CRISPR is that it’s a general tool for fixing genetic 

disorders. Any disease that is caused by one or more genetic mutations should 

be vulnerable to this method of targeted gene edits. If CRISPR ends up being 

a silver bullet for gene problems, you could fire it at Huntington’s disease, sickle 

cell anemia, Alzheimer’s disease, and more.
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Dr. Maus has a more subtle approach. She engineers the T cells to attack an 

antigen that goes by the charming name epidermal growth factor receptor vari-

ant III, which we’ll refer to by the easy-to-remember acronym EGFRvIII. No 

normal brain cells have EGFRvIII, but some tumor cells do. So if you are “lucky” 

enough to have a tumor with this particular receptor, T cells can be programmed 

to find and kill them in particular.

Dr. Maus’s research is in an early phase, but there is hope that immunother-

apy will prove to be a good method for precisely attacking multiple kinds of 

solid tumors in the future.

Monitoring
If the treatment works, your cancer goes into remission. But at that point 

you’ll still be monitored for the rest of your life. As it happens, being “cured” of 

cancer is a very good indicator of cancer risk in the future. Precision medicine 

techniques offer ways to do a better job of monitoring these patients.
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It turns out people have a good deal of metabolomic variation. This may 

explain why coffee keeps you awake at night, while your friend can have a dou-

ble espresso in bed, then sleep soundly. You’re processing the coffee chemicals 

in a different way. These differences can tell us about your internal state. For 

example, we’ve known for about seventy years that you can tell if someone is 

diabetic by checking his glucose level. If he isn’t metabolizing glucose well, 

you’ll find elevated levels. But with 42,000 metabolites f loating around, we 

might be able to get more information on exactly how different people vary in 

their metabolic abilities.

For example, some suicidally depressed patients do not respond to any drug 

regimen. It’s possible that something about their metabolome is preventing or 

altering proper drug uptake. In a precision medicine paradigm, we might be 

able to determine in advance what the patient will fail to metabolize.

Metabolic information may also help human nutrition. What poisons one 

person may have no effect on another. This is especially important when the 

particular poison is tasty. For example, some people have conditions that result 
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discrimination Act of 2008, which made this kind of discrimination illegal. 

Your employer can’t fire you because you have a genetic predisposition toward 

some medical issue. Nor can an insurer deny you coverage for that reason. But 

we’re all going to have to grapple with what it means to live in a society with 

extreme medical knowledge. “It’s not about protecting the data,” says Dr. Wag-

ner, “but about protecting people from the implications of the data.” For in-

stance, if you have a genetic predisposition for aggression, are there jobs you 

should not be allowed to have? And do the people around you have a right to 

know?

[INSERT ART95 HERE]

The U.S. government has not made all kinds of genetic discrimination ille-

gal. As an example, take an app called Genetic Access Control, which was 

made available on GitHub. The app accessed genomic data on 23andMe (a 

private company through which you get your genome sequenced) and used 

those data to restrict users’ access to Web sites. The app’s developer suggests 

relatively innocuous uses for the app, including creating “safe spaces,” like Web 
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cine, we can’t always know what’s wrong, and even if we do it may be hopeless. 

Precision medicine may give us a way to bring the dreams of the age of magic 

and make them a reality in the age of science.

[INSERT ART96 HERE]
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It turns out that organs are really, really complicated. You can’t just get a 

bunch of liver cells and spray them into a petri dish, any more than you could 

make a tasty steak by spraying a bunch of “steak cells” onto a plate. Some parts 

of organs are soft and some are hard. Some stretch, while some are rigid.

In order to understand why it’s so difficult to make organs in the lab, we 

need to talk about you for a minute. You may have this idea that your body is 

made up of a bunch of cells and fluids. This is kind of true, but it misses a uni-

verse of stuff. Consider a single newly formed cell. That cell needs energy to 

move around. It needs chemical signals to tell it where to go. Once it gets where 

it’s going, it likely needs an environmental cue to know what to do. And cells 

need some structure to hold them in the right place, or else you’ve now got 

runny meat Jell-O.

Your liver isn’t just sitting there waiting to process Happy Hour. It’s con-

stantly doing things—sending and receiving chemical information, removing 

dead cells, getting new ones, and so forth. To make a new one, you need to have 

the right cells, with the right treatments applied to them, in the right environ-
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ment, at the right time. It’s sort of like trying to create a factory all at once, in-

stead of building the structure, then bringing in machines, then hiring the 

employees.

We talked to Rice University’s Dr. Jordan Miller about recreating this com-

plexity, and he told us: “Although scientists can grow cells in dishes, the amaz-

ing structure of the body allows for our rather dense, compact shape. For 

example, the lung’s surface for gas exchange with your bloodstream has the area 

of a tennis court all folded up and packed inside your chest. So there’s simply no 

way to make a functional replacement for an organ if we can’t recreate at least 

some of that amazing architecture.”

Oh, and while you’re trying your best to make an organ, the clock is ticking. 

If a bit of tissue doesn’t get a regular supply of nutrients, it can die in a matter 

of hours. Very thin bits of tissue can absorb nutrients by diffusion (kind of like 

how a sponge absorbs water), but if you get beyond the thickness of a dime, that 

doesn’t work. You’ll end up with a living exterior and a dead core. The Keith 

Richards of tissue, if you will.

[INSERT ART98 HERE]
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that will create your organ, as well as some support goo so you can gently 

squeeze all this out through the nozzle.

[INSERT ART99 HERE]

You take a tube full of bio-ink, and you apply pressure to squeeze it through 

a nozzle. A computer-controlled arm moves the nozzle to the appropriate place 

at the appropriate time as you build up your layers of bio-ink. This is a pretty 

good way to go because cells can be relatively delicate and squeezing is relatively 

gentle. However, any technology that uses extrusion as a method creates prob-

lems with flow control and with gumming up the print head. As a heart recip-

ient, you probably don’t want to see a medical technician yelling “But I DID 

cancel that print order, you bastard!” while yanking on a stuck piece of tissue.

Another problem is speed. You’re printing cells, which have a tendency to 

pop when they get squeezed too hard. This limits the amount of pressure you 

can apply, and thus limits how fast you can go. Going slow is a problem, because 

cells don’t live forever and they may drift after placement.
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Okay, so bioprinting is going to be really hard. But the good news is it ap-

pears to be a solvable problem. Scientists are already making inroads, and as 

computers, 3D printers, and our knowledge of organs advances, we get closer 

and closer to making it work.

Where Are We Now?

At the moment, we’re mostly good at printing cell slabs that are about a mil-

limeter thick. We can’t get much thicker than this since we haven’t perfected 

printing blood vessels, which means all inputs to and outputs from the cell work 

through diffusion. But it actually turns out that you can do some amazing 

things with a thin slab of organ.

Dr. Gabor Forgacs is the scientific founder of Organovo, which (among 

other things) prints human tissues for drug testing. Being able to test a candi-
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Dr. Miller and his team have been getting some promising results. So far 

they have printed some of the thicker blood vessels, and the really cool thing is 

that these blood vessels are acting like they would if they were in a human body. 

They can withstand the normal pressure that is placed on blood vessels as blood 

is pumped through them. And they’re starting to grow capillaries. On their 

own.

The Miller Lab is just beginning to explore this technique, and it’ll be some 

time before we live in a world of plentiful livers with nice juicy veins. But it’s an 

important step toward a better tomorrow, where our children can drink twelve 

beers every night and only worry about the damage done to their friends and 

family.

Meanwhile, exciting things are starting to happen for simpler body parts. 

For example, cartilage can be printed a bit thicker than, say, liver tissue because 

cartilage is weird and relies on slow diffusion rather than blood vessels to get 

nutrients and remove waste. Dr. Michael McAlpine’s group at Princeton 3D 

printed a “cyborg ear.” The fleshy parts of the ear were a combination of carti-
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concerns with stem cells are associated with the use of embryonic stem cells. 

But the stem cells most likely to be used for bioprinters are pluripotent stem 

cells, which are like embryonic cells but are derived from patients.

A few concerns may be unique to bioprinting, but they seem pretty mild to 

us. For example, one concern is that printed organs may acquire bacteria during 

the printing process. In theory, these bacteria could be types that would never 

get into, say, a liver in the first place. Thus it’s possible, though perhaps unlikely, 

that 3D printed organs could introduce new diseases into the body. But just like 

sterile surgical technique should keep bacteria out of the body during surgeries, 

sterile techniques in the bioprinting lab should keep bacteria out of printed or-

gans.

There is a social concern as well—what economists call “moral hazard.” The 

idea is that if you put people in situations where they can behave badly, you will 

probably get bad behavior. The (recently) classic example is a banker who can 

get a bailout if things go badly for his bank, so he makes stupid loans.

Just the same, if you’re not worried about any of your organs, you might start 
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Bioprinting also uses your own cells, so organ rejections and a lifetime of 

immunosuppressive drugs should no longer be an issue. If it works, not only do 

you get a new organ, but you have a higher quality of life after it is implanted.

Bioprinting would also provide more realistic subjects for doctors to practice 

on. This might seem like more of a convenience than a major development, but, 

well, next time you need surgery you’d probably like for your doctor to have 

practiced on something more realistic than Mr. Potato Head.

Perhaps, most important of all, it would finally answer that one question 

we’ve been dying to have answered: [INSERT ART103 HERE]

Nota Bene on Organ-Matching Markets

The way most modern markets work is simple—you see something you 

want, then you pay money for it. Money is nice because it universalizes goods 

and labor. When you want to buy a cappuccino, you don’t have to offer to clean 

the barista’s apartment or to give her a bushel of carrots.
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[INSERT ART104 HERE]

Situations like these are a bit uncommon. But, when you have 120,000 peo-

ple on the waiting list, you’ll find a lot of coincidences.

Organ swapping does open up a potential problem: What if someone changes 

his mind? Suppose Alice and Andy want to swap kidneys with Barbie and Bill. 

Alice gets Barbie’s kidney on the assumption that Bill will get Andy’s kidney. 

But after Alice gets Barbie’s kidney, suddenly Andy’s not so keen on giving up 

his.

This is scary legal ground. You can sue them for money, but can you sue 

them for a literal pound of f lesh?7 To sidestep this problem, typically organs are 

swapped simultaneously. All donors get anesthesia at the same time, and the 

swap happens shortly after.

But this creates a logistical headache, especially for large cycles. If the ideal 

trade involves, say, five different donors, you have to get five surgical teams 

working at the same time, and then you have to coordinate the organs around 

the cycle.

Things like this can, and do, happen. When they do, it’s a great thing be-

cause five people get taken off the list. But if you can find nice enough people, 

there’s a better way to do things.

To the amazement of your authors, who are as a rule self-interested and nar-

cissistic, there are people willing to give kidneys to strangers for nothing but 

gratitude. This is not only awesome, but it gets around the reneging problem.

Imagine this. Saintly Sally gives a kidney to Alice because Andy promises to 

give his kidney to Barbie.

7. Okay, about a third of a pound, but still.
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[INSERT ART105 HERE]

But after this is done, Andy turns out to be a kidney-hogging weasel.

[INSERT ART106 HERE]

Well, it’s not a lovely situation, but at least Barbie and Bill are no worse off 

than when they started. Bill still has both kidneys, so they can work on joining 

another cycle to get Barbie her kidney. Alice is still married to an organ- 

bogarting jerkface, but at least she’s got a kidney.

In actual practice, reneging is more of a theoretical problem than anything. 

According to Dr. Roth, broken links happen only 2% of the time and “two 

 percent includes not just people who chicken out and changed their mind, but 

also people who when they show up something happens and they can’t give a 

kidney.”

The neat thing is that the moment you have a Saintly Sally, you can try to 

set up a superlong donation chain, where each receiving pair agrees to donate to 

some other pair.
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watching a sunset, is physically embedded in your brain. The brain is a physical 

machine, in many ways similar to a computer. So can we “program” your brain 

in the same way we program a computer?

Now, we should be careful here. There is a historical tendency to equate the 

brain with whatever the coolest current technology is. The brain is a clock, the 

brain is a hydraulic system, the brain is an engine, and so forth.

[INSERT ART108 HERE]

But there are good reasons to think the brain really is something like a com-

puter. Or, more specifically, there are good reasons to think a computer could 

act like a brain. A clock is a clever mechanism, but it is not a universal machine. 

A clock can only tell time, but a computer—even the piece of crap one in an old 

flippy phone—can run any program that fits in its memory. Okay, it might take 

ten years to process the program, but it can run it. If “mind” is in some sense a 

program, we should be able to run it on a conventional computer.

The 3 pounds of goo between your ears is an amazing machine, with billions 

of cells and trillions of connections, but let’s not forget the virtues of the metal-
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brain-computer interface research. It’s cheap. It doesn’t require an array of spikes 

to be pushed through a hole in your head (more on that later), and it does a 

reasonably good job of detecting brain signals.

One tool that complements EEG is called magnetoencephalography, or 

MEG. The brain’s electric current produces a magnetic field. These magnetic 

signals are much, much weaker than the electric ones, but they have an advan-

tage—they pass through your skull without much distortion.

In principle, this should mean that you can get really fine signals without 

getting too invasive. In practice, all current MEG systems are huge. And be-

cause of a limitation in the current designs, the device has to sit a little bit away 

from the skull. This means MEG can’t get close enough to get fine spatial 

resolution.

The real advantage of MEG is that it detects a complementary set of neurons 

to EEG. See, neuroscientists sometimes model the brain as a cylinder, but this 

isn’t quite accurate. The brain is lumpy. And squishy.

[INSERT ART111 HERE]
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The most exciting but least developed metabolic technology is functional 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy or fMRS (which, sadly, we were informed is 

not pronounced ffffMissus). The way it works is essentially the same as fMRI, 

but thanks to relatively recent developments in signal processing technology, we 

can detect a whole lot more.

As you might imagine, your brain does more than just shuttle oxygen around. 

In fact, there are thousands of different chemicals with different uses in the 

brain. So far, fMRS is able to detect some of them. Thus, in addition to telling 

us where stuff is happening, fMRS gives some clue as to what is happening, 

which should provide a far richer picture of what’s going on between your ears.

However, fMRS is another technology whose current state-of-the-art equip-

ment is quite bulky and expensive.

And there’s one problem we haven’t yet mentioned, but it is common to all 

metabolic devices. Earlier we mentioned that EEG gets good temporal resolu-

tion, but bad spatial resolution. That is, it’s good with when you think some-

thing, but bad with where the thought occurs in your brain.
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Pretty Darn Invasive Brain Reading
Frankly, it’s annoying to have to just look at the outside of the head and try 

to make an educated guess about the juicy goo inside. Can’t we stick stuff di-

rectly on the surface of the brain?

It turns out we can! This method is called electrocorticography, or ECoG. 

Basically, imagine an EEG but on the surface of your brain instead of the sur-

face of your skull. So it’s like an EEG without that annoying hair, skin, bone, 

and fluid getting in the way.

[INSERT ART114 HERE]

Guess what? The data is much better than with an EEG. In fact, ECoG has 

already been used to predict three-dimensional arm movements and allowed 

paralyzed patients to accurately control computer cursors and even robot arms. 

The downside is that there are electrodes on your brain.
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One attempt to solve this problem is called a neurotrophic electrode.

Imagine a glass traffic cone, only smaller. About four hundredths of an inch 

in width. The cone is filled with neurotrophic chemicals (meaning that neurons 

will grow there).
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Deep brain stimulation isn’t something your general practitioner is going to 

do when you come in with the sniff les. It’s typically used on people who have 

severe problems (e.g., near-constant seizures or suicidal depression) that don’t 

respond to conventional treatments. For these patients, the potential costs of 

deep brain stimulation are outweighed by the potential benefits. But there is no 

perfect road map for human brains, so we learn as we go and we typically learn 

on these patients.

And yet, this method seems to be useful for an ever-broader range of ail-

ments. For example, Dr. Gunduz is attempting to use deep brain stimulation to 

treat “freezing of gait,” a temporary inability to move in Parkinson’s patients, 

and to interrupt and stop tics in patients with Tourette’s syndrome.

It might seem a little freaky, but the procedure at this point is fairly common, 

and it does have some virtues. This simple system appears to have a high

longevity, lasting decades in patients.3 Plus, the more we use this technique, the 

closer we come to understanding why it works.

3. This may at first seem strange, considering that the more advanced devices we discussed earlier seem to 
fade in utility in a matter of months. But remember, you’re not trying to capture a subtle signal here. You’re 
just firing off electricity. So it doesn’t matter if the brain forms a scar around the electrode—it can keep run-
ning just fine.

j
g
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[INSERT ART118 HERE]

In the early days of cosmetic surgery, most procedures were aimed at fixing 

severe disfigurements that were either natural or caused by accidents or war. 

Once the general public came to accept these methods, their scope was broad-

ened from repair to improvement.

Dr. Leuthardt suggests, “Let’s imagine that you get a small implant and you 

can increase your level of attention. For instance, for something that looks like 

a small thimble implanted in your skull, you can now enhance your attention 

and reduce your reaction time.  .  .  . Somebody who’s a trader on Wall Street 

could make an extra hundred million dollars because they’re just better at trad-

ing for longer periods of time.”4

For those who are less excited about the brain thimble, there are already 

studies showing that external magnetic stimulation may improve performance 

on some cognitive and memory tasks. Perhaps you’ve heard a headline about 

4. We express no moral qualms about opening the skulls of Wall Street traders.
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terns, then told you what you’re likely to do well at right this second. You’d 

know when is a good time to write that poem and when is a good time to fill 

out spreadsheets. You’d know when is a good time to read Shakespeare and 

when is a good time to veg out and watch TV.

[INSERT ART119 HERE]

There is some tantalizing evidence that if you detect certain brain waves, it 

may mean that the brain is in a better state to learn something new. As far as we 

could tell, however, the evidence that this sort of thing works in humans is quite 

limited. The most convincing study we found showed that rabbits learned much 

faster—about two to four times faster!—if you waited to teach them until the 

right brain wave was detected.

In other words, there appears to be an optimum condition for these rabbits 

to learn. Might the same hold for humans? So far, we just don’t know. Humans, 

with some exceptions, are a bit more complicated than rabbits. And, in the case 

of this particular experiment, the learning was an extremely simple motor task.
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lapse in on-the-job focus and provide some sort of stimulation. This might in-

crease workplace safety, but we’re not sure how we feel about forcing factory 

employees to have electronic brain focusers.

Having onboard computing power also creates serious privacy concerns. If 

you have medical equipment in your body, it will likely have some sort of wire-

less way to communicate with the outside world. This opens up the risk of 

hacking. In the case of brain implants, hacking could mean a lot of things. For 

serious implants, a hacker might be able to remotely kill or traumatize an indi-

vidual. More subtly, by accessing a deep brain stimulator, for instance, a hacker 

might be able to control your mood or even aspects of your personality.

[INSERT ART120 HERE]

In general, it might be asked what rights people have to your onboard com-

puting. For instance, if you’re taking an SAT and you have a brain interface that 

lets you talk to the dictionary, do the testers have a right to know? And if you’re 

always going to have the implant, does it matter?
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Brain-computer interfaces have this odd characteristic—we want what 

they can deliver to us individually, but we fear what they would do to us as a 

society.

Of all the technologies in this book, a perfected brain-computer interface is 

probably the device with the most unpredictable effects. If a fusion reactor or a 

space elevator is created, the reactor will still be operated by humans and the 

elevator will still carry humans to orbit. If your brain is connected to a computer 

and the two can modify each other, you are not a human being as we have al-

ways known ourselves. It would be an end and a beginning.

Nota Bene on Dr. Phil Kennedy

We open this section with a brief transcript from Kelly’s interview with Dr. 

Leuthardt. It actually happens on Skype, but for the sake of drama, please 
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Dr. Kennedy apparently feels it was still worth it. All we can say is hats off 

to his dedication, and by God we wish we could’ve heard his consultation with 

the insurance agent.

[INSERT ART122 HERE]
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Grave 2: Advanced Prosthetics

What are advanced prosthetics? It’s a bit of a broad category, but really we 

were interested in anything that takes us beyond the paradigm of solid hunks of 

wood or metal, toward a world where prosthetic limbs are functionally closer to 

old-fashioned meat-based limbs. That covers a lot of cool stuff, from advanced 

materials that are strong yet f lexible, to limbs with onboard computers that try 

to anticipate your motion, to the neuroprosthetics we touched on in the last 

chapter.

Modern, noncomputerized prosthetics are already pretty amazing. There are 

advanced materials and designs so that even devices that appear to be quite 

simple can be both functional and beautiful. And, 3D printers certainly have a 

place, both for making custom-fitted prosthetics and for adding intricate de-

signs to the usually dull prosthetics available in mass manufacture.

Computerized prosthetics are also quite neat. As we mentioned, some artifi-

cial legs try to determine exactly what gait you’re doing—jogging, running, 

skipping, stair climbing, moonwalking—and respond accordingly. They aren’t 

perfect, but it’s a big improvement over the old solid-hunk-of-wood method.

One of the downsides to computerized versions is that they are basically 

another device that needs to be charged. This is obvious to anyone using a pros-
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Grave 3: Room-Temperature 
Superconductors

One of the really exciting things about this chapter was the opportunity to 

go beyond the one thing people (perhaps) know about superconductors—that 

they conduct without loss of energy.

It turns out that lossless power transmission probably isn’t as awesome as we 

guessed. We got some numbers on how much power you’d save if you replaced 

all current wiring with lossless transmission, and it was around 10% or less. 

That much more power is nothing to sniff at, but consider that—even if you had 

a superconductor that required no cooling—to get the full 10% back, you’d have 

to remove and replace every bit of transmission wire currently in use.

Plus, all the high-temperature superconducting materials we know of are not 

in a handy form. If you saw one in the wild, you’d probably think it was some 

weird sort of rock. Copper, on the other hand, can easily be stretched into nice 

long wires. If at some point we do discover a superconductor that can operate at 

human-friendly temperatures, we’re betting it’s not going to be as easy to work 

with as a hunk of bendable metal.

So transmission is probably out.7 But it’s not even close to the only game in 

7. One strong counterargument to our point here is that lossless transmission would mean any power plant 
could power any receiver, since the length of the line isn’t a problem. This could be especially good for renew-
ables, which often are in isolated areas, like deserts.
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on the brain. Second, when we interviewed people, the general impression we 

got was that the field was pretty pessimistic about widespread adoption of 

room-temperature superconductors, if and when they are discovered. We inter-

viewed Dr. Inna Vishik at the University of California, Davis, and she said that 

although the applications for a new material are often hard to predict, advanc-

ing the temperature of superconductors is likely more valuable for research sci-

ence than for, you know, cool new stuff.12

It’s a shame, because we had this especially good nota bene about a researcher 

who famously said he was working on ytterbium barium copper oxide, when he 

was actually working on yttrium barium copper oxide. It was wild.

[INSERT ART125 HERE]

Grave 4: Quantum Computing

Oh, quantum computing. Rise for a moment from your coffin.

How you nearly broke us.

This chapter, despite taking more of our research time than any other, ulti-

12. Incidentally, adding to our blossoming understanding that all scientists, even ones working on macro-
scopic quantum effects, are entirely human, she mentioned that in the forgettable 1989 Richard Pryor/Gene 
Wilder buddy comedy See No Evil, Hear No Evil, there’s a twist at the end involving a coin that is actually a 
room-temperature superconductor. She apologized for the spoiler. Too little, too late, Dr. Vishik.

SOONISH
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Leaving the Graveyard

If you are young and reading this book, many of these proposed revolutions 

may happen in your lifetime. That means you can be a part of them if you’re 

willing to work for it. Most of the people we talked to in this book aren’t 

 famous—they’re working academics like Kelly or deep, probing thinkers, also 

like Kelly. Contact them! On any given day, your typical academic is a mildly 

lonely person working in a gray office. Their love can be bought with cookies. 

Cheap ones. That second sleeve of Thin Mints on your minifridge could be 

what gets you to Mars in 2050.

We hope that, unlike so many books, we have not tried to sell you on a phi-

losophy of futurology, or on a vision of the future. To our way of thinking, it’s 

probably impossible and it’s certainly not necessary. It’s exciting enough to know 

that right this second, people far smarter than us are working out how to probe 

your thoughts one neuron at a time or to pry open distant alien minerals.

L. P. Hartley wrote in The Go-Between that “the past is a foreign country.” If 

that’s true, the future is a foreign country too. We’re in a little, landlocked na-

tion called The Present, and as far as we may think we can see, eventually the 

curve of the future turns away and down, leaving us only the narrow band of 

horizon.

But what a horizon!
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people walk among us? It turns out it’s hard to say. In fact, it’s hard even to 

think about. For mirror humans to smell the mirror molecule, their smell recep-

tors would have to be mirrored such that they would bind to spearmint mole-

cules and send an “I smell caraway!” message to the brain. This is possible, but 

it’s not obvious that it would work this way in practice. As Dr. Munger told us 

(probably as he wondered how the hell he got into this conversation), “At the 

end of the day, this is really in the realm of guesswork.”

So basically what we’re saying is, if you have a friend who thinks rye bread is 

gross, we can’t be 100% certain that Dr. Church didn’t built him in a secret lab.

[INSERT ART127 HERE]
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